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Rocket your IP ROI


First Name
Last Name (Optional)
Institution (Optional)
Business Email
How Can We Help You?Find licensing partnersSelect the best AI toolFind companies copying your IPOtherDo you have any further comments? (Optional)
Want to hear more from us? Subscribe to our newsletter

Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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with no licensing returns
Rocket Your ROI
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Become an IP ROI Genius
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Fast-Track Commercialization Matchmaking.
Company speed dating
Employment Boost
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Competitive infringement analysis and peer review.
IP forensics
Peer Benchmarking
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Accelerate your IP marketing with tailored AI
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About us

Develop licensing relationships that return high ROI
At RocketSmart.io, we believe that innovation can change the world - but only if it's commercialized with the right company partner. We help universities and research institutions find world class licensing partners.
Launch NowWhy us?


[image: ]Fuel Your Deals
Get the insights and analysis you need to pick the best industry and partner.

[image: ]Launch Fast
Find piping hot licensing deals - without overwhelming complexity.

[image: ]Easy Clear Steps
Our AI-powered maps guide you to the right industry and partner.


Meet Dvorah, your future co-pilot

[image: ]Dvorah Graeser
Founder & CEO - RocketSmart.io
I’ve been programming since I was 16 - and in business for myself for the past 23 years. I’ve helped everyone, from universities to startups to large corporations, protect and monetize their IP. My experience ranges from software to hardware, from drugs to medical devices, and renewables to smart AgTech. Let’s get your IP into a great licensing deal together!

[image: ]Let's Connect

We increase your IP ROI
We analyze your IP to match you to the right industry, and then to find the right licensing partner - fast. Stop hitting brick walls - and start closing more IP licensing deals. Work with us to take that IP off the shelf and into commercialization.
Learn more about us

Testimonials
What other users say about us
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"D'vorah has always been excited about new technology and how it could change the world. That she wants to help is simply a part of who she is."
Mark Feldman
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Professor
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"D’vorah has an amazing skill of switching between the high level patent strategy across business and technology...she and her Team are professional, affordable and very nice people who are a pleasure to work with"
Andras Benke
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CHIEF DATA SCIENTIST OF ZIGNAL LABS, INC
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“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Etiam quis sem a neque vestibulum sagittis.”
Dave Locker
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Head of research - Microsoft
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“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Etiam quis sem a neque vestibulum sagittis.”
Dave Locker
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Head of research - Microsoft
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Frequently Asked Questions
Still have some unanswered questions?




View all

Will you use my data for training your AI System?



Answer:
No. As specified in Annex B of our AI Policy, we cannot use your data for training our AI System.








What is the AI System?



Answer:
The AI System refers to the specific AI technologies provided by RocketSmart.io, as detailed in Annex A, which may also include any new versions released.








What are Client Data Sets?



Client Data Sets are the data provided by the Client or collected as part of the AI Policy, including any modifications like annotations or aggregations.
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Ready to jump-start AI in your organization?
Start with copyright forward AI tools.
Understand the problem that you want to solve.
Consider AI recipes
Start Now
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We have high standards 
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